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• Analytic: Lin (2002); Abdy & Hellinga (2011)
• Simulation: Furth & Muller (2000); Dion et al. (2004)
• Empirical: Kimpel et al. (2005); Albright & Figliozzi (2012)
Performance 
measures
• Bus travel time
• Schedule adherence
• Headway variability
• Delay for other vehicles





Unique set of complementary data sources
TriMet Bus AVL/APC data
City of Portland
SCATS signal phase log data
Intersection vehicle count data
SCATS: Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Traffic System
AVL: Automatic Vehicle Location
APC: Automatic Passenger Count
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Research Questions
Current TSP system in Portland:
– Effectiveness and efficiency? 
– Time savings for buses vs. delay to cross street vehicles
– Green extension vs. early green phases?
– Near-side vs. far-side bus stops?
– Any problems and improvement opportunities?
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Study Corridor
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Bus Stop-to-Stop Trip Attributes
• Bus departure/arrival time
• Passenger activities











































































































– TSP Effectiveness (for each TSP request)
Probability of benefiting from a TSP phase
Expected time saving
– TSP Efficiency (for each TSP phase)
Probability of being beneficial to a TSP request













26th 33rd 39th 42nd 50th 52nd 65th 69th 71st 72nd
Average number of bus trips per day











26th 33rd 39th 42nd 50th 52nd 65th 69th 71st 72nd
Average number of TSP phases per day
Green Extension (GE) Early Green (EG)
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on-time EG = Red/Cycle on-time EG = Red/Cycle





Actual Outcomes of TSP Requests
TSP 
request
No TSP phase 
within the cycle




Both GE and EG
Neither GE or EG
GE:   Green Extension
EG:   Early   Green
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EB WB EB WB EB WB EB WB EB WB EB WB EB WB EB WB
39th 42nd 50th 52nd 65th 69th 71st 72nd
d: no GE a: late GE b: on time GE c: early GE
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on-time EG = Red/Cycle on-time EG = Red/Cycle





Passenger Time Saving per TSP Request
∑𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖
∑𝑖𝑖 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑓𝑓𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖













from GE from EG
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TSP Phase Triggered by TSP Requests
TSP 
phase
No TSP request 
within the cycle




Both EB and WB
Neither EB or WB
GE or EG
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Neither EB nor WB EB EB and WB WB
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Bus trips that request TSP
Green extension
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39th 42nd 50th 52nd 65th 69th 71st 72nd
out of cycle c: early b: on-time a: late
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39th 42nd 50th 52nd 65th 69th 71st 72nd
out of cycle c: early b: on-time a: late
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TSP Efficiency (Time Saving vs. Delay)
TSP 
phase
Major street bus and 
other vehicles time saving
Minor street other 
vehicles delay
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∑𝑗𝑗 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗
∑𝑗𝑗 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗
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∑𝑗𝑗 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗
∑𝑗𝑗 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗
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Vehicle Time Savings and Delay
34
Green Extension Efficiency













Minor street vehicle delay Major street vehicle time saving
Major street passenger time saving
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Early Green Efficiency













Minor street vehicle delay Major street vehicle time saving
Major street passenger time saving
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Summary of Findings
Green extension • Too many late green extension phases• Time savings ≈ Delay
Early green • Time savings  >  Delay
TSP performance • Vary significantly across intersections• Big gap between actual and ideal performance
37
Conclusions
• Proposed TSP performance measures can help identify 
problems/improvement opportunities and support 
planning decisions
• Findings from this study may be site-specific, but the 
methodologies are transferable to other corridors/cities
• TSP effectiveness and efficiency can be greatly affected by 




• Consider vehicle queuing effect when estimating bus 
arrival time probabilities at intersections
• Utilize new and higher resolution data such as:
– 5-second bus AVL data (finer bus trajectory between bus stops)













No TSP phase 
within a cycle
Within a cycle 
but early







Bus time saving 0.3s 0.5s




















Bus passenger time savings 20s 90s
28% 22%
Duration 7s 11s
Major street vehicle time savings
Minor street vehicle delay
60s 300s
80s 200s
=100% =100%
Actual Ideal
100%
0%
0%
0%
GE or EG
=100%
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